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LETTER FROM THE
LEADERSHIP
When we look back on the 2019-2020 year, a year which is
certain to go down in the history of our movement, three
words come to mind: “affected, infected, and effective.”

Affected

Infected

Effective

In the summer of 2019, we were informed by L’Arche International that they were
entrusting an external organization to shed light on what Jean Vanier might have known
about the abuses of Father Thomas, his spiritual director. We were all deeply shocked and
affected to discover, in February 2020, that not only did Jean know, he was personally
involved in the abuse. Many of us have been committed to L’Arche for decades. We joined
L’Arche to build a world based on respect, so the news about our founder was shocking.
We can only be in solidarity with the victims. For those of us who knew Jean, the chasm
between the Jean we knew and the Jean we discovered is difficult to grasp, but Jean
chose to die with answers, so we must choose to live with questions.
With the rise of the coronavirus, our highly committed teams have remained in place to
ensure a quality of support that has not slackened over the months. We are relieved to
report that only three people in our 30 communities contracted the virus. One person
was hospitalized and not only recovered, he then trained a global audience of 600
medical professionals on best practices in caring for COVID-19 patients with intellectual
disabilities.
This global pandemic has provoked an unprecedented economic crisis that will weaken
the functioning of L’Arche Canada, which relies for more than half of its activity on the
generosity of our friends and donors. Through this incredible succession of events, our
friends and partners have remained faithful and supportive and we thank them for this.
Despite the great challenges we’ve faced this year, we’ve strengthened our relationships
with foundations, universities, and the Federal Government, forging 28 new partnerships
at the national level. We’ve also strengthened our voice in the United Nations and
contributed to the Accessible Canada Coalition. We currently rank in the top 5 for
the largest social media followings of any Canadian organization for people with
disabilities, and we now have the largest social following of any L’Arche entity worldwide.
Internationally, we supported the agricultural development of L’Arche communities in
Uganda and Cote d’Ivoire, and we renovated L’Arche Haiti’s psychomotor rehabilitation
center--the only psychomotor rehabilitation center in a town with an estimated 20,400
people with disabilities.
At the start of this year, we wrote in our strategic plan that L’Arche Canada is reclaiming
its vision and values while finding new ways to increase its impact. At the end of this year,
we are certain that Unity, Renewal, and Impact are leading us forward in realizing our
ultimate impact, a world where all people are valued and belong.
Louis Pilotte
Executive Director

John Rietschlin
Board Chair

We’re Still Standing
L’Arche has been around for awhile. We existed before man was on the moon, before the maple leaf
was on the flag, and before the first working prototype of the internet...but we’ve never seen a year
quite like 2020, and honestly, we’re just grateful to be able to say, “We’re still standing.”
Standing for

Commitment
Beyond firefighters, medical staff, and social
workers, the pandemic taught us that there are
even more heroes behind the scenes. Roop
Chittineni, along with countless volunteers
and assistants stayed months beyond their
commitments to create a sense of hope and
kinship during a time of fear and isolation.
Click here to read more.

Standing with

the Problem-solvers
After coming off the ventilator and waking from
a 3-week coma, Tim Wright, a self advocate with
disability, instructed 600 nondisabled medical
professionals on how to better support people
with intellectual disabilities during the pandemic.
Attendees ranged from front-line clinicians
in Sweden to family physicians in Ireland to
neurosurgeons in Toronto.

Standing up to
indifference
fear
cynicism discrimination isolation

Whether we’re lobbying senior officials to guarantee
the rights of people with disabilities in healthcare
settings, facilitating circle processes amongst our
members to create space for feelings to be shared
and heard, or singing together to lift our spirits, we
believe in standing up for what’s right (or for those
who don’t stand up, sitting up for what’s right or for
those who don’t sit up, laying down for what’s right!)
Click here for a story about L’Arche at the UN.

UNITY
Although people with disabilities make up the largest minority in Canada, it’s rare to hear the disability
movement speak with one voice. That’s one more reason why we work so hard to bring everyone together.

Uniting Inclusion Leaders
L’Arche Canada invited members of the
inclusion movement from far and wide, from
government officials to L’Arche assistants,
human rights lawyers to performance artists,
core members to computer coders. Everyone
came together to discuss how to build a
world where diversity enriches, not divides.
Watch Jutta’s keynote here.
Miss the Celebrate the Gift
Conference?
Check out the highlights here.

Uniting Peace Practitioners
Circle processes are a way of bringing
people together to understand each other,
strengthen bonds and solve community
problems. L’Arche Canada enlisted the help of
Chris Cowie, Executive Director of Community
Justice Initiatives, to add circle facilitation to
our tool belts.

100% of L’Arche Canada
Community Leaders trained
in Circle Process facilitation

Uniting the L’Arche Family
In March, we created the L’Arche Canada Mobile
Studio, a studio-in-a-box that gives our members
a chance to record interviews about their lives.
The studio travels the country, stopping at L’Arche
communities along the way.
Here’s an excerpt from the pilot interview: “Why
I’m Not Afraid of Dragonflies”
“I’ve known Alecia for 7 years, but had never
known that part of her. It’s been quite an honor
to sit with her, ask her about who she is and bear
witness to that.”

IMPACT
History has revealed several shifts in the way society regards disability. First, society did things to
people with disabilities. Then, society did things for people with disabilities. At L’Arche, we promote the
“with paradigm” where people with disabilities are co-leaders and co-learners in shaping our societies.

28

new
partners in
development

1,191

new
applications in
recruitment

91

creatives
added to
the rolodex

Inspiring Social Innovation

“

Our impact stretches far beyond our 120 homes or 68 community hubs, it reaches our partners,
our neighbours, even our schools.
How many people are impacted by our
work at the foodbank, with the prison, with
Saint Vincent de Paul? What about the 1200
students at the CEGEP and their teachers and
administrative staff? How about the people
passing through the Joliette Library or looking
up from their books when we walk by? They are
all part of the community we try to build each
day. Innoweave has helped us to say, “Ok, now
that’s our impact on Joliette. Let’s take one step
further. What’s your dream for Lanaudiere?
– Pierre Boute
Community Leader
L’Arche Lanaudière

Innoweave tends to work on a single
organization basis. So working with L’Arche
Canada gave us a chance to scale the impact of
our support 10x, 20x more. How do you scale
the value of strategic clarity coaching to a large
federated structure? How do you mobilize
knowledge from one site to another? Working
with L’Arche Canada was the perfect way to test
these questions.
– Ryan Conway
McConnell Foundation
Innoweave Program Director

“

Defining Personal Transformation
Over a period of fifty years, L’Arche has emerged as a unique “University of the Heart.” This year, we
expanded our reach by building new connections with Katimavik, Vimex Volunteers, and the University
of Lethbridge Coop program. Through national initiatives like weekly Zoom Zumba and Zoom House
Buddies (partnering L’Arche homes across regions), we managed to foster genuine interpersonal
encounters, despite the global shutdown.

Why L’Arche?
See what L’Arche
assistants have to say.

Leading Social Discourse on intellectual disability
This year, we entered the Top 20 for largest social followings of Canadian nonprofits dealing with
disabilities, and the Top 3 regarding intellectual disabilities. From our PSA’s on National Television
to our viral posts on social media, we took major steps in digitizing our impact and creating a
thriving, online community.
On Television

On Social

Our National PSA has aired a confirmed 926 times
across a variety of TV stations and networks. This
represents a value of $134,030 in donated air time.

People reached through social media:

703,916
272,277

17/18

588,844

18/19

19/20

RENEWAL
At L’Arche, we seek to turn the pyramid of success into a circle of belonging--not just for the members
of our movement, but for those who belong to our wider communities.

Reasserting Our Global Commitment
In the world we imagine, no one does it alone. Domestically and internationally, we work to renew our
communities suffering from homelessness, isolation, and scarcity. In L’Arche it’s an “all hands (and feet)
on deck” approach.
When Canada’s Chief Public Health Officer stated
that non-medical masks limit the transmission of
COVID-19, Brock wanted to contribute using two of
his greatest assets: his feet. Brock quickly mastered
the sewing pedal and joined L’Arche’s assembly
line of mask-making volunteers. There’s no precise
count of how many masks Brock sewed, but the
number runs in the hundreds.

This year, L’Arche Canada helped renovate
L’Arche Haiti’s psychomotor rehabilitation
center. It is the only such rehabilitation
center in a catchment area containing an
estimated 20,400 people with disabilities.

4.4 million Canadians are experiencing foodinsecurity. David Richard joins the fight against
hunger here at home.

With L’Arche Canada’s support, L’Arche
Uganda is back in the market providing fruits
and vegetables to their local community.

Redefining Inclusive Environnements
“L’Arche performs inclusion as they talk about it.”
– Pamela Cushing
Inclusion looks like accessible structures, thoughtfully
designed built environments, and creative
communication tools. It sounds like radio shows and
commercials that feature people with intellectual
disabilities not simply as subjects but as storytellers.
It feels like breaking through as contributors in spaces
that have so often only considered people with
disabilities to be beneficiaries.

As housing is getting out of reach in many of our major cities, L’Arche Vancouver and L’Arche Toronto
are doing their part in constructing new, fully accessible buildings where community is at the center.

Retooling Professionals in the Midst of Crisis
Renewal is about sustaining and increasing the
well-being of our community. This year, we met
major crises with major changes. Externally, we
lead demands for greater access to healthcare and
disability funding at the federal level. Internally, we
reexamined our organizational chart and joined forces
to make fundraising more grounded in the message
and mission in L’Arche while successfully progressing
according to our mandate.

Financials

L’Arche Canada based
on last 3 years average

95%

Global budget: 64 M $
Communities of L’Arche in Canada

5%

L’Arche Canada & Foundation

Breakdown of L’Arche Canada expenses
(including the L’Arche Canada
Foundation) 2019-2020
Total expenses: $4 778 583

6%
20%

40%

Support to Community & L’Arche International
Communication, Outreach & Advertising

16%

18%

Direct grant to Communities Infrastructure
and Growth
Administration-Gouvernance
Formation, Recrutement & Immigration

Source of L’Arche Canada revenues
(including the L’Arche Canada
Foundation) 2019-2020
Total Revenues : $ 4 620 501
L’Arche Canada Fondation
Community dues
Solidarity/others
Federal grants

4%
70%

20%
6%

Presidents Circle Of DOnOrs
2019-2020
Leaders 100,000 $ +
Arrell Family Foundation
Mabel Marshall
Alvin and Geraldine Morris
Gerrard & Kathie Rocchi
Sisters of St. Joseph, Toronto

Partners $50,000+
BMO Financial Group

Estate of Janet Cox

152245 Canada Inc.

The Cowan Foundation

CIBC - Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce

The Molson Foundation

Chalice Foundation

Richard Rooney & Laura Diner

Benefactors $25,000+
Succession de l’abbé Joseph Boies

Succession Martin Marier

Canada Life

Sisters of Charity of the

Succession Jacques Delisle

Immaculate Conception

Griggs Family Foundation

Muriel Squires

Elisabeth Langenbach Foundation

Unifor Social Justice Fund

The Estate of Antoinette Marchand

Coby Veeken

Friends $10,000+
Anonymous

Victor & Maureen Dodig

Celtic Cross Charitable Foundation

Lamb Foundation

Alexander and Saralee Christ

Dennis Murphy

Supporters $5,000+
Margaret Back

OMI Lacombe Canada Inc.

The Bloodroot Fund

Don Langill

Claimsecure

Geoff & Catherine McCulloch

Patricia Crucil

Morel Benefits Consulting Services Ltd.

Mark Attanasio & Laura Dottori-Attanasio

Kelly Morel

Rita D. Fjarlie

Grace Naka

Love & Light Mercy Fund

Eva-Maria Taylor

Lisa Furniss

Michel de Salaberry

The Joan and Clifford Hatch Foundation

Rotary Club of Willowdale

L’Arche Legacy Leaders

James Allard
Mary Bastedo
Anthony & Carole Boryski
Wendy Bulloch
L. Patrick Callaghan
Evan Ernest Bernacchia-Canton
Hollee Card
Anne Gillis Conway
Barry M. Cromarty
Christopher English
Don & Julia Flumerfelt
Carmella-Theresa O’Neill French
Germain Leclair
Rev. Gerald Lajeunesse
Dr. Laurie Lemieux
Rev. Paul Lennon
Dean & Ann Levitt
Patricia MacDonald
Michelle Michalak
Lois Nauta
Charlotte Prata
John & Donna Rietschlin
Gerry & Kathie Rocchi
Michel de Salaberry
Rita Steele
Stuart & Mary Swan
Tom Thomas
Peter Van Zyl
Rev. Fr. John Vetere

L’Arche Canada FOundatiOn
EndOwment Funds
Anonymous Endowment Fund
The Flumerfelt Family Endowment Fund
James Gaughan Endowment Fund
Grant & Lynnette Kaminski Family Endowment Fund
Kennedy Family Endowment Fund
Kokocki Family Endowment Fund
Germain Leclair Endowment Fund
Lethbridge Community Endowment Fund
Mabel Marshall Endowment Fund
Alvin & Geraldine Morris Endowment Fund
John & Donna Rietschlin Endowment Fund
Gerry Rocchi and Kathie Drummond Endowment Fund
L & C Veeken Family Endowment Fund
The Bernie Vosman Endowment Fund

Thank YOu
Your support has had an impact across communities
and through generations. Last year, L’Arche was
present in 9 provinces across Canada and in 38
countries worldwide. At any given moment, there
are about 60,000 L’Arche members worldwide whose
lives will continue to be improved by your support.

